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Terraced paddy field constructed by modifying the slope into several flat steps is an important
paddy rice cultivation system and, also, an important characteristic landscape in regions where lack
the area of plains. An irrigation plan of the terraced paddy field requires an understand of the
changes of the soil moisture, overland flow, as well as the subsurface return flow as shown in Figure 1.
Unlike the plain fields, the terraced fields involve rapid terrain change. Each step of the field
distributes at different elevations and connects to upper and lower steps with constructed slopes. The
surface overland flow and the subsurface flow are controlled by the terrain morphology and the
subsurface soil and geohydrological conditions.
Due to the complicated water flow system and very limited rice, studies on the irrigation and
the hydrologic system in the terraced paddy field are rare (Deb et al., 2006). Only a few studies tried
to investigate the subsurface flow under the field to show the effect of the subsurface return flow on
the irrigation saving (Onishi et al.,2003). However, some studies show that irrigation water
contributes to the next step through the subsurface flow, but some argue that the amount of the
subsurface return flow is very little (Liu et al., 2004).
In order to observe the soil moisture changes during irrigation and rainfall and clarify the
subsurface flow in terraced paddy fields, we applied the geoelectric resistivity survey on a terraced
paddy field located in northern Taiwan from March to July 2021. The inversion two- dimensional
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) can picture the change of electrical resistivity of the soil. Since
the change of the soil moisture is strongly linked to the soil water content, the increase of the
electrical resistivity implies the decrease of the soil moisture. Also, the fertilizer dissolved in the soil
water can decrease the electrical resistivity as well. Therefore, the change of the electrical resistivity
below the surface represents the dynamic of the soil moisture and the potential flow path during
irrigation or rainfall.
From the measured ERT images of the paddy field, we found that the rainfall and irrigation
indeed changed the soil water content. The map also shows an unexpected water flow pathway
under slopes. The newly discovered subsurface flow path along the slope should provide an
important to the field practices and irrigation management. The resistivity change after fertilizing (in
mid-April) illustrates the flow path, in which the pond water infiltrated vertically into the deep soil
layer as shown in Figure 2. The result of ERT shows that the infiltration of the ponded water
contributed very little to the next step under initial unsaturated conditions. After a long period of
irrigation, the change of the electrical resistivity was also found in the deeper subsurface area, but a
clear subsurface return flow path connecting different steps of the paddy field was not found. Based
on our field, the subsurface return flow might not be considered a significant returned water resource
in this study area. Nevertheless, the effect of groundwater table level, surface ponding height, and
soil saturation should also be measured to better understand the hydrologic cycle in the terraced
paddy field.
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Figure 1. the conceptual model of the hydrologic processes in a terraced paddy field.

Figure 2. the changes of the electrical resistivity in the terraced paddy field (left) before fertilization
(right) after fertilization.
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